
7.3.1 – Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its 
vision, priority and thrust in not more than 500 words 

 Percentage of Girls admission is increasing in successive year also 

ther academic performance in the Govt Ghanshyam singh Gupt PG College 

balod is a lead institution of higher education which is a key centre 

of woman education for tribal girls of balod village with SC, OBC and 

General students.  Higher education is one of the most important 

means of empowering woman with the knowledge, skills and self 

confidence. if has the potential of empowering woman in different 

perspective. it enables the woman to access sesoueces and service , 

enhance economic independency it equps woman to assess their position 

and to participate in all socio-economic activities.  Legal education 

has to meet not only the reguirements of the bar but also the new needs 

of trade, commerce and industry, in the context of growing 

internationaligation of the profession. The mission of law Department 

of Ghanshaym Singh Gupt PG College Balod is to run LLb course with mute 

count contributing to the better preparation of lawyers as they 

increasingly engage in globle legal practice and when they persue 

careers other than private practice, including governmental, non-

governmental, academic and corporate careers. Woman Empowerment  In 

Balod district only law Department exists in Govt. Ghanshyam Singh Gupt 

PG College Balod.  During break of covid 19 Hostel is taken by the 

district hospital for covid care centre. Law Department  Hostel is 

taken by tribal department and for SC, ST UG and PG girls 50 bed 

accomdation with mess facility is acailable under supervision of warden 

shri vijay kumar.  The Girls hostel also fulfills the vital objective 

of ensuring safety of its female residents.  Girls hostel is located 

within the college campus and is an integral part of the college. It 

aims to provide convenient and comfortable stau for the outstation 

female students. Lead college Ghanshyam Singh Gupt P.G. college Balod 

are pioneers in offering equal opportunity in education being co-

educational institution has secured a name in the locality as safe and 

secure place for girls. This reveals success in promoting gender 

equality. Human values constitute an important aspect of self concept 

and serve as guiding principles for an individual. Though there are 

rules and regulations , the college infuse the value education to the 

students in an informal way. They play a major role in developing 

ethical behavior in student. Academic audit is conducted each year and 

academic toppers are rewarded and for weak students remedial classes 

are taken by faculty. Institution aims in holistic development of 

students which encompass academic and co-curricular activities. In 

annual function medal and certificate are distributed to meritorious 

and academically excelling students in flying colours . Certificate and 

prize are distributed for participation of students in sports , 

cultural , NSS activities and other activities like as quiz, debates, 

eassy writing ,slogan , rangoli, speech competition organized on 

occasion of special days. In sports our college students represent in 

affiliated university in state and National level. Distinet Features 

Girls Hostel in College  
 

 


